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CANCER ORGANISATIONS — FUNDRAISING — BATEMAN ELECTORATE 
Statement by Member for Bateman 

MS K.E. GIDDENS (Bateman) [12.55 pm]: The best part of my job is meeting amazing people in our community, 
and today I rise to acknowledge some of those people. These are people who, having faced personal hardship and 
unimaginable loss, dedicate themselves to others. 
In 2020, Bateman resident Michelle Wright was diagnosed with high-grade breast cancer. Within eight weeks of 
that diagnosis, she had been through two surgeries and started chemotherapy. At the time, her daughter was six years 
old, and Mummy’s Wish provided practical and emotional support for the entire family. Michelle is giving back 
by hosting her first masquerade ball this Friday to raise money for Mummy’s Wish and Camp Quality. 
Following his own prostate cancer diagnosis, Winthrop resident Ken Farmer is participating in the Tour de Gracetown 
2021 to raise money for prostate cancer initiatives and the Ladybird Foundation. 
I wish to acknowledge a very special Winthrop Primary School family, Sharvita and David De Beaux and their sons, 
and their family, friends and supporters who make up Team Max. Max, Sharvita’s beautiful son, lost his two-year 
fight against neuroblastoma in March 2019, aged six. Team Max has raised $100 000 for Neuroblastoma Australia, 
and last weekend raised $60 000 for the Make-A-Wish Australia foundation. If Sharvita could have just one wish, 
it would be that her child did not die. Although that wish could not be granted, Max’s wish of a holiday in the snow 
was made possible by Make-A-Wish. Sharvita, I share your wish that Max and other children never experience 
life-limiting illness and disease. Through your advocacy and fundraising, Max’s legacy is one of love and hope for 
other families and children, and I pay tribute to your courage and commitment to this cause. 
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